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I Chose to come to NSW because of a number of reasons one being the speed cameras were upfront 
about the need to be extra careful around the area to which they are positioned for safety reasons. 
Like many, I prefer to see Police on the roads as they deal with a number of offenses at the time of 
the offence and not 2 weeks after. Speed cameras dont protect us from road rage, unroadworthy 
vehicles or drunk or drug drivers and I felt after 2 warnings you get booked well serve you right.  
I can offer some advice on things as to why Europe has CE grades for Brake components, driving with 
lights on during the day ( plenty won't turn them on at night) Shock absorber tests as you get advice 
on how much longer it takes to stop with worn shocks. 
The simplistic attitude people have towards driving for instance the previously mentioned no lights 
on, would you fly with a pilot who failed to do a proper cockpit drill. Observe the body language of 
people who park the wrong way round as they don't care about the safety of others because of the 
expressed arrogance. If you were to get in touch with mechanics.com.au and you might be able to 
get some pictures of some of the rubbish people drive around in and the serious faults people refuse 
to fix. 
Hoons are a huge problem and many nights close to me I hear burnouts, cars going past at highway 
speeds, unregistered motorbikes with no lights sure get tough on speeding motorists but there are 
many other issues that are being ignored because people think they can get away with it 


